Effect of Experimental Blocking on the Suppression of Spatial Dependence Potentially Attributable to Physicochemical Properties of Soils
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1. Introduction

In agricultural experiments, control of experimental error is often important to improve research precision. In the field, the existence of systematic spatial variability attributable to the physical-chemical properties of the soil is common, for example, that associated with gradients due to slope, fertility, or humidity that are easily recognized in the field. The sources of this variability are very diverse, so in these situations, it requires an adequate experimental design and data analysis, where blocking and its analysis of variance continue to be the important techniques to consider this variability. The European Journal of Agronomy (2012) published an article related to the review of assumptions of analysis of variance (AOV) in the agronomic context, revealing a large number of inappropriate applications due to the few times they review the assumptions of the technique, implying the revision of the assumption of independence [1].

There are several investigations that generate data that can show dependency structures, for example, those that involve designs in repeated measures, time series data, hierarchical or grouped studies, and the one that we consider in the current investigation that could be associated with the study of the physical or chemical properties of the soil, of which multiple studies have been accomplished showing clear structures of spatial dependence in variables such as apparent electrical conductivity, soil organic carbon content, texture, pH, moisture, apparent density, porosity, and mineral content of soils [2, 3]. This spatial variability caused Fisher [4] almost 100 years ago to address the issue of blocking in agricultural experimentation to minimize the...
systematic error caused by the inherent variability of the soils or environments where the experiments were conducted.

Despite being a fairly well-known technique, some benefits in data analysis and their role in the assumption of independence of the residuals in the models are still unknown or cursorily considered. The great diversity of blocking modalities, such as complete, incomplete, generalized, fixed, random, solvable, and nested blocking, may not be adequately treated, thus rendering AOV tables not only incomplete but also erroneous. This could include, for example, when there is a generalized blocking where the interaction that could occur between blocks and factors is usually omitted [5–8].

The omission of the role of blocking as a factor for attenuation or suppression of spatial dependence can complicate data analysis. Gotway and Cressie [9] first showed a spatial AOV to consider dependence, pointing out that in the presence of spatial autocorrelation, the usual tests for the presence of treatment effects may no longer be valid. This is where blocking is important as it can eliminate spatial dependency on error terms. This assumption is part of the methods usually considered in the basic courses of experimental design or standard linear models [5, 10], specifically in the design models [11] since in advanced courses techniques to deal with this dependency are usually taught [12].

In this research, multiple AOV were made by Monte Carlo simulation for both a simple factorial design in a completely randomized arrangement (CRD) and a randomized complete block with one observation per cell (RCB). Spatial dependence was induced, and each plot was assumed as an experimental unit and as a response to any indicator of the yield of a crop. In addition, a factor with three levels was considered, and it was blocked at 10 levels for reasons of a hypothetical gradient of some soil property. The imposition of spatial dependency was done in order to note the effect of considering the blocking in the modeling process when comparing the models with and without blocking. The blocking efficiency was evaluated with a new strategy much more convenient to demonstrate the suppressive effect of spatial dependence using the blocking efficiency statistic, since the simulations evidenced a lower probability of suggesting the elimination of the blocking effect due to the misuse of the p value generated in the analysis of variance table; in addition, its measurement provides in most cases evidence of the role of blocking in the mitigation of spatial dependence, which was evaluated by the Moran index (MI) and the matrix of spatial weights associated with the distribution of the plots in the lot. The results revealed the great utility of blocking in minimizing the effect of spatial dependence or even in suppressing it, which makes this methodology a current and highly useful tool in teaching experimental design at the level of undergraduate and postgraduate courses where the statistical tools that are considered are still classical or elementary, such as the one dictated by following the texts of Mead et al. [13] and Montgomery [14] and where the usual design model taught at these stages requires the assumption of independence of residuals [15].

2. Materials and Methods

On the same data set, two linear models with a single factor were fitted, which differed by the incorporation of the effect of the blocks to the CRD model, thus generating the RCB model, i.e., the randomized block model with one observation per cell. In general, the matrix form of both models is written as

\[ Y = X\beta + \varepsilon, \]

where \( X \) is associated with the matrix of each design model, \( Y \) represents the response variable, \( \beta \) represents the vector of parameters, and finally \( \varepsilon \) is associated with the vector of residuals, which for the case of standard linear modeling, it is assumed that \( \varepsilon \sim N_p(0, \sigma^2I) \), which is evidenced by the diagonal shape of the matrix \( \sigma^2I \) and where \( 0 \) represents the vector of null means and \( I \) is a identity matrix of dimension \( n \times n \). This expression suggests normality in distribution, homogeneity of variances, and independence of residuals, the latter assumption being the one that is questioned when spatial dependence is shown in this case, since it may also imply a different source of dependence. In addition, the vast majority of design models studied in experimental design courses require this independence assumption [8, 16–18]. However, in more advanced courses, it applies in the case of partially linear models, nonparametric models, and linear and nonlinear autoregressive models where independence of residuals is assumed and where blocking can be a systematic variance minimization strategy [19]; however, a measure analogous to the H statistic should be developed, as this was developed for the linear model.

For the management of spatial information, artificial coordinates were created associated with the distribution of the plots in both rows and columns. The center of the plot was used as a representative coordinate to create the distance matrix of all the neighbors and thus generate the spatial weight matrix (W) [20] and be able to evaluate the MI [21]. As the data was intentionally ordered in the direction of the gradient of the potential physicochemical property of interest to create the artificial spatial dependence, the MI was calculated for the model without blocks, and 1000 AOV generated by Monte Carlo simulation were run, the vectors were extracted as residuals per model, and the MI was applied, from which a majority of results with induced spatial dependence were obtained. Subsequently, the model with blocks was adjusted, and its residuals were extracted, thus generating four regions of interest, a first region labeled A, associated with those results that showed spatial dependence in the CRD model and that resulted in spatial dependence in the RCB model, a B region for those that showed spatial dependence in the CRD model and that resulted in spatial independence in the RCB model, a C region with those with independence in both models, and a D region with the results with spatial independence in the CRD model and that resulted with spatial dependence in the RCB model. A scatter plot was constructed to illustrate the four regions, and a confusion matrix was constructed to show the distribution of the analysis count in each region.
In order not only to work with synthetic data, several databases of recognized experiments available in the R *agri.dat* library [22] were used to show the mitigating or suppressing effect of dependency, specifically the bases: *rothamsted.brussels*, *mead.strawberry*, *federer.tobacco*, and *rothamsted.oats*, where RCB designs were run. In our case, we ran it with the absence and presence of blocking to see the effect of blocking on those cases and to explain the importance of incorporating other variables in the modeling process to finish correcting the effect of spatial dependence that with only blocking is not possible and manages to correct. It is important to note that the models adjusted in principle are models with blocks, to which the removal of the blocks is done to see their effect, and it is not that they were completely randomized models to which the blocking was done later.

As the analysis of spatial dependence was carried out on the residuals of each model, the dependency relationship on the residuals with the spatial dependence on the response variable was explored, thus generating a result related to this practice. To summarize, the information and scatter diagrams were constructed with the regions associated with the classifications according to the *p* values of each method and model.

As the proposal with blocking was used as a spatial dependence attenuator or suppressor and since it is known there is no valid test for the effect of blocking, the proposal of the *H* statistic of Lentner et al. [23] was used to evaluate the efficiency of blocking, and it was compared with the *p* value that is automatically generated in the AOV tables of the RCB model. The objective of this measure was to provide a more convenient tool and of innovative use for researchers to rule out the usefulness of blocking in their modeling and thus avoid two inconvenient procedures, namely, to remove the blocking reason only because the output of the AOV showed an apparent *p* value erroneously considered a measure of the effect of blocking and second to provide an updated measure of blocking efficiency that more clearly demonstrated the suppressive effect of spatial dependence caused by blocking. Finally, tables of compliance with the assumptions of both normality in distribution with two tests (Shapiro-Wilk and Shapiro-Francia) and that of homoscedasticity with two tests (Barlett and Fligner-Killeen) were presented. As the interest was not interpretive of the effects of the factor or the efficiency of blocking, the emphasis was always kept on the assumptions, specifically that of independence. All simulation and statistical analyses were performed with RStudio software.

**Algorithm 1:** Pseudocode for calculating normality and homoscedasticity tests.

```plaintext
Function tests( r )
Start
  pvSW = pvalue( ShapiroWilks_NormalityTest( r ) )
  pvSF = pvalue( ShapiroFrancia_NormalityTest( r ) )
  pvB = pvalue( Bartlett_HomoscedasticityTest( r ) )
  pvFK = pvalue( FlignerKilleen_HomoscedasticityTest( r ) )
  MI = MoranIndex( r, W )
  pvMI = pvalue( MI )
Return [pvSW, pvSW, pvSF, pvAD, pvB, pvL, pvFk, MI, pvMI]
End
```

**Algorithm 2:** Pseudocode to form the structure of the adjusted models.

```plaintext
Var
  Trt: vector [1 … 3] #treatments
  Block: vector [1 … 10] #blocks
  Nsim: #simulations
Start
  Solution: matrix [1 … Nsim, 1 … 20]
For i =1 to Nsim
  Resp = vector [1 … 30] ~ N (μ =300, σ =20)
  Resp = PartialSpatialSorted (Resp)
  Mod1 = AnalysisOfVariance (Resp ~ Trt)
  Mod2 = AnalysisOfVariance (Resp ~ Bloq + Trt)
  H = BlockEfficiency (Mod2)
  Solution [i, 1 … 9] = tests (Residuals (Mod1))
  Solution [i, 10 … 18] = tests (Residuals (Mod2))
  Solution [i, 19] = H
  Solution [i, 20] = pvalue (block (Mod2))
End For
End
```
2.1. Pseudocode for the Generation of Statistical Analysis.

Next, two algorithms were presented in pseudocode, the first (Algorithm 1) to calculate the tests of normality and homoscedasticity of residuals, as well as for the calculation of the MI, and it was associated with the p value. The second (Algorithm 2) formed the structure of the adjusted models to carry out the simulations. The distribution to be used and its parameters were set, the response was given a partial order to induce dependence, and the two models were fitted. Subsequently, Algorithm 1 was invoked to perform the tests on the extracted residuals.

3. Results and Discussion

The arrangements of the treatments and blocks were made in the perpendicular direction of the gradient of the soil property (indicated by the arrow in Figure 1). The gradient was indicated from a lower value (−) to a maximum value of the property (+). The equispaced levels were constructed; in this way, a linear gradient in the direction of the Y coordinate was assumed. The labels used the general expression $s(k) \cdot b(m)$, with $k = 1, 2, 3; m = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$, where $k$ is the $k$th treatment and $m$ is the $m$th level of blocking. The blue scale was associated with the magnitude of the simulated response, which changed in each simulation, maintaining the same probability distribution. To take advantage of the opportunities that arise when considering spatial dependence [24], data with induced spatial dependence were generated based on computational ordering (Algorithm 2).

The CRD design models were adjusted: $y_{km} = \mu + r_k + \epsilon_{km}$ with $k = 1, 2, 3; m = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$, assuming first the absence of blocking and the CRB model: $y_{km} = \mu + r_k + \beta_m + \epsilon_{km}$, with $k = 1, 2, 3; m = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$, for the case with blocks. For both models, the independence of residuals was required as previously described. For the 1000 simulations, the usual value of the significance level at $\alpha = 0.05$ was used as a threshold in the visualization to generate the four classification regions associated with the $p$ values obtained from the MI calculated from $W$ (weight matrix), standardized by rows using the inverse of the Euclidean distance between the centers of each plot for the established artificial coordinates. It should be remembered that the response data with a predominance in spatial dependence were artificially created; in fact, 85.0% of the simulations presented spatial dependence (see margin with spatial dependence in the confusion matrix in Figure 2), and expressed otherwise,

![Figure 1: Arrangement of treatments and blocks in the gradient in the artificial coordinates and distribution of the response variable displayed in a heat diagram (a particular simulation).](image1)

![Figure 2: Confusion matrix associated with the $p$ values (MI) for CRD and RBC models ($\alpha = 0.05$).](image2)
evidence was found in the simulations against the independence hypothesis.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the p values of MI for both models, where a large number of points, belonging to the dependency regions with the CRD model, moved to region B; that is, they became independent (spatially), showing the effect of the blocking in eliminating or reducing the spatial dependence in the modeling. Undoubtedly, this result is subject to the correct construction of the block [25] and therefore to the appropriate selection of the gradient; otherwise, it could happen that the results were invalidated and a redesign might be necessary, since some authors have already declared the inadequacy of blocking in these circumstances [26].

Figure 2 shows the counts and the percentage distribution of the rankings in the four regions in Figure 3. As mentioned before, region D was the most important in the current research, since it corresponds to 788 simulations of 1000 carried out (78.8%) with the effect of interest, namely, reduce or eliminate from a statistical point of view the spatial dependence, thus reaching the fulfillment of one of the important assumptions in the modeling with AOV in the basic experimental designs where independence is assumed in the residuals, which in this case is considered potentially attributable to the gradients of some soil properties that are considered spatial in nature, as shown in various studies [27, 28]. If instead of \( \alpha = 0.05 \), one such as \( \alpha = 0.01 \) had been used in order not to exaggerate the evidence of spatial independence, the results would have been more forceful not to accept the advantages of blocking in mitigating or eliminating spatial dependence.

Currently, there are many tools available to perform an adequate blocking available for students of basic design courses, such as spectral information using different indices, generated from remote or proximal sensing, which with simple processing can easily define the structure and dimension of the blocks so that the orientation of an important gradient in the modeling process can be simple [29].

MI has undoubtedly proven to be an appropriate measure to assess the spatial dependence of soil properties [30, 31]. Before a spatial inferential analysis, it has become routine to do an exploratory analysis of the variables involved in the modeling process; this usually involves calculating the MI but using the response variable as descriptive statistics prior to spatial modeling or a spatial interpolation process [32]. However, in our research, we found that the application of MI on a response variable in an exploratory way evidencing spatial dependence did not guarantee that this was precisely the result when this variable was incorporated into the modeling, because precisely the effect of the blocking can remove such dependency, something that was not observed before modeling where it had not been blocked.

Figure 4 shows the scatter diagrams of the p values of the MI of the residuals (Y-axis) and MI of the response (X-axis) for both models. It is remarkable how the point cloud is concentrated in region B in the RCB model since the dependency present in the CRD model had been corrected. Once blocked, most of the responses showed dependence, but this was not the case for the residuals; these were actually predominantly independent. This is the desired assumption in modeling that could confuse those with little expertise of the subject, who might believe that some modeling technique would be necessary for special spatial avoiding the possibility of adjusting to a simpler model, thus discarding a fairly controversial principle of modeling, known as the “principle of parsimony” or as “Ockham’s razor.” It is that if you have two valid proposals to model a situation, all things being equal, usually the simplest is the best, not to say that the simplest theories are always the best option. However, in the context of teaching experimental design, when the basis for understanding more complete theories
and methods is not part of the course syllabus, the simplest solution may undoubtedly be the most convenient, for its ease in interpretation and explanation [33].

Once the positive effect of blocking in the modeling process was evidenced, this result was used to discuss another aspect of interest associated with the p value that is usually obtained automatically in statistical computer programs such as RStudio, where after AOV with blocking appears a p value associated with this effect. This value has generated important interpretation controversies, since the user thinks that there is some statistical hypothesis associated with it so that this default value can be obtained. The truth is that there are no valid block effect tests for the RCB model [34]. So why does the p value appear in the table? The answer is simple; the output is associated with a two-way model for fixed or random effects with a test for its effect. In this way, for the p value for a factor (one way) and a p value (for another way), the interpretation of the p value is given to the factor and not to the block. This is simply a restriction of randomization [35].

As the p values in our case are uninterpretable, the blocking efficiency correction proposed by Lentner et al. [23] was used to evaluate the blocking efficiency not only in the suppression of spatial dependence but also to incorporate updated statistical proposals and thus avoid epistemic errors, statistical slipups, analytical aberrations, or mathematical miscues by interpreting the default results in the computer programs [36].

The automatically generated p value of the AOV that is run in RStudio was extracted with the function AOV (analysis of variance) for the blocks, the H statistic was calculated, and a scatter diagram was constructed. Clearly, the vast majority of the H statistics were greater than unity (955 of 1000 simulations) (Figure 5), highlighting the result of 120, since in these cases the effect of the blocks could have been eliminated by improperly using their p value, when the H statistic indicates blocking efficiency. In this way, blocking continues to provide advantages in the modeling and design of experiments [37]. Of the 165 simulations that generated a p value greater than 5% where the propensity to eliminate the effect of blocks could have been generated, 72.7% of these simulations showed blocking efficiency, which may make the researcher not inclined to eliminate the effect, and thus, the role of blocking in spatial dependence suppression may be maintained.

To give greater validity to the simulations and not to create a confusing effect by suggesting the advantages of blocking in minimizing the effects of spatial dependence, when the results could be due more to the nonfulfillment of other assumptions, it is well known that the departure from normality of residuals and homoscedasticity of treatment variances can lead to nonfulfillment of other assumptions such as independence, for which two tests considered with high

![Figure 4: Distribution of the p values of the Moran index of the residuals of the CRD (a) and CRB (b) models against the p values of the same index but using the response variable.](image1)

![Figure 5: Distribution of the p values of the AOV and the H statistic of the blocking efficiency.](image2)
power were applied to detect normality of residuals, Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) and Shapiro-Francia (S-F), as well as the homogeneity of variances by power Bartlett (B) and that of Fligner-Kileen (F-K) for being robust to deviations from normality [38–40]. The results were quite satisfactory both in the normality tests (Figure 6) and in the homogeneity of variances (Figure 7).

To validate the simulations performed, we used the databases of the agridat library of R [22] (Table 1), which has available data of a series of real experiments developed in the last decades. This is one of the purposes of this library and is precisely the one that has been given in this research, to be able to contrast the facts with real data with what others could do about the same data set. From these data-bases, some designs with blocks were selected with the respective spatial coordinates for which the respective weight matrix was calculated and the AOV of the RCB and CRD models were run, from which the residual vectors were

Table 1: p values associated with MI in the CRD and RCB models in the agridat bases of R.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>MI-CRD (p value)</th>
<th>MI-RCB (p value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rothamsted.brussels</td>
<td>5.67e – 05</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mead.strawberry</td>
<td>2.00e – 16</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothamsted.oats</td>
<td>2.00e – 16</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federer.tobacco</td>
<td>6.85e – 13</td>
<td>1.09e – 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
extracted and the test associated with Moran’s index was used to test the hypothesis of independence of the residuals. In all cases, the $p$ value of the MI was obtained to study its absolute change. In all selected cases, spatial dependence decreased, and in some examples, the data showed evidence against spatial dependence. Undoubtedly, in some of the cases tested, the spatial dependence did not disappear; however, the analysis was carried out using different strategies [41].

The data from real and simulated experiments show the advantages of blocking in the suppression or mitigation of spatial dependence, and above all, the use of the $H$ statistic is more appropriate to maintain the effect of the blocks within the model when its value is greater than unity even though the $p$ value of blocking may give the false belief of the necessity to exclude it from the model.

4. Conclusions

The benefits of blocking must be weighed against any consideration, including the reduction of degrees of freedom for error, since, as demonstrated by the simulations, it had a positive effect on mitigating and even eliminating the effect of spatial dependence that might be present in some response variables associated with some edaphic property. Undoubtedly, although blocking apparently did not seem desirable from the point of view of the $H$ statistic should be used since the misused $p$ value of blocking presented approximately a 3:1 ratio of highlighting the importance of leaving the effect of blocks within the model.

Appropriate blocking by considering some edaphic property or by spatial zoning can make standard linear modeling under the assumption of independence of the residuals of a design model meeting the assumptions for using analysis of variance as a statistical technique to compare the effects of treatments in the presence of blocks.

The strategy presented is appropriate for reviewing another important assumption in modeling using analysis of variance, since a result that has demonstrated efficient blocking may indirectly fit the data to meet the assumption of independence in the residuals and thus may be making the technique valid.

Data Availability

The data used come from two sources, namely, Monte Carlo simulations for which the respective pseudocodes are presented and the agridot library of R in the case of real data, and their names and extensions are given in the body of the document.
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